
COMFORTBUD: results of 2018 
Design Institute "Comfortbud" continues to strengthen its positions in the          

design and construction market of Ukraine due to according to the consistently high             
quality of services and high professionalism of employees. 2018 was rich for us on              
interesting projects, furthermore it added provided us with even more practical           
experience and confirmed the impeccable reputation of the company. 

So, last year were started the design of about 60 objects of various purposes              
and complexity throughout Ukraine Consequently, the design of about 60 objects for            
various purposes and complexity throughout Ukraine was started during previous          
year. In particular, in 2018 due to our projects 2018 is known for such our projects: 

- was built a logistics complex was built in Pasiky-Zubrytski village of            
Pustomyty district in the Lviv region; 

- was constructed the first stage of the residential complex “ARENA” was            
constructed on K. Miklosh street in the city of Lviv (official site); 

- was completed the construction of the first stage of the residential complex             
"Pans’ka Vertycal’" was completed on the Nizhankovsky street in the city of Stryi,             
Lviv region, which that became the winner of the 18-th International Crystal Brick             
Competition in the nomination and got the award for the best housing and             
commercial house (official Facebook page); 

- were built the stores of TM “Rodynna Kovbaska” were built in the city of               
Lviv and Uzhgorod, according to the projects of our company, (the official site); 

- was constructed a multifunctional public building was constructed on the           
Shevchenko street, 11 in Ivano-Frankivsk on the Shevchenko, 11  street (official site); 

- was built the apartment building was built in Lviv on the Bojkivska Boikivska              
street in Lviv (official site). 

Also, according to our projects, other interesting objects are being still built,            
including: 

- polyclinic of Ivano-Frankivsk Archeparchy of the UGCC on the. Garbarskaya           
street in Ivano-Frankivsk (official site) (this project was awarded a certificate of with             
honor from the customer); 

- residential house Z119 on the Zelena, 119 street, 119 in Lviv (official             
website); 

- residential houses number 6 and number 8 in the LCD "PASICHNY" on the              
Pasichna street in Lviv, by the way the company has developed a stage P of the                
project (official website); 

- residential complex "Budova Medova" on the Skoropadsky street in the city            
of Truskavets, Lviv region (official site); 

- a bulk storage of silage type sugar plant with a capacity of 35 thousand               
30,000 tons in Starokonstantinov, Khmelnytsky region; 

- the administrative building of the Publishing House "Vysokyy Vysokyi          
Zamok" on the Heroiv UPA street in Lviv (official website); 

- the second phase of the residential complex "ARENA" on the K. Miklosh             
street in Lviv (official site); 

- a three-section residential building with a public center "Prestige Hall" on the             
Shevchenko street in Stryi, Lviv region (official site);  



- apartment building "Mjata" with built-in public premises on the Lysyka street            
in Vynnyky, Lviv region (official site); 

- residential complex "Komilfo" on the Ivasyuka Ivasiuka street / st.           
Lubych-Parakhonyak in Vynnyky (official website); 

- residential complex "Zelenyy Zelenyi Dvir" on the Velychkovskyi street in           
Lviv (official website); 

- postal and logistics center of PJSC Ukrposhta in the Pasiky-Zubrytski village            
of Pustomyty district in the Lviv region, which concepts the concepts of which was              
developed by our company; 

- the apartment building "IMPERIAL" with built-in public facilities and          
underground parking on the Boryslavs’ka street in Truskavets, Lviv region – by the             
way the construction has started; 

• 26-storey residential building with underground parking in Kyiv – the design            
of stage P has been started; 

• 5-6 lines of the FM “Logistic” logistics complex FM “Logistic” in Dudarkiv             
village, Boryspil district, Kyiv region (Logistic FM is one of the leading logistics             
operators in Europe and Asia) - construction is underway; 

- educational campus of the "SHAG" Academy "SHAG" in Lviv on the            
Malynova street – construction has been planned. 

In addition, the company "Comfortbud" became the winner of the open bidding            
for the design of one of the first in Ukraine a recycling plant, one of the first in                  
Ukraine, whose construction construction of which is planned on Plastova Street in            
Lviv with the involvement of EU funds investment. This type of plant is unique for               
Ukraine, at the moment it has got no analogues corresponding establishments,           
because it contains a full cycle for the processing of solid waste. For the city, the                
construction of this plant is a priority issue of the top-priority, because from the              
moment the landfill is closed in village Grybovychi, MSW are transported to other             
polygons in the area and even beyond its limits boundaries/borders. Despite the fact             
that Lviv annually produces up to 250,000 tons of MSW, the introduction of an              
integrated system for management of MSW, that is, the streamlining the entire            
process - from collection to recycling and final disposal, will significantly improve            
the ecological situation in the city. 

Another significant event for the our company was the launch of ID Consult.             
This unit provides a wide range of consulting services in real estate at all stages of the                 
project - beginning from the purchase of the site to the completion of construction, as               
well as during the operation of the object during all the process of the object               
operation. 

Website: http://idconsult.com.ua. 


